and technique). Thus, the experimental design allowed us to address the question of encoding of reward predictability in conditions involving the mapping of sensory information to action and at the same time to differentiate the two neuronal populations under identical conditions.
Results

Behavior
The monkeys were trained to the point that their behavioral responses were independent of trial condition, despite the fact that the different visual cues were associated with reward at different predictability levels. This enabled us to rule out differences in neuronal activity due to kinematical, behavioral, or motivational differences. This control was particularly vital in this study, with its rewarding value (i.e., with the increase in cue-(F) Probability matching in monkeys' preferences. Relative choice associated reward probability) and the reward response of right key will decrease with its predictability (increase in probability).
For more elaborate quantitative analysis, cell responses to behavioral events were parameterized as as a function of the associated relative reward probability the difference in average firing rate at the 400 ms following the event compared to the preceding 400 ms. For Figure 3 , whereby DA neurons hold specific informaforcement probability. The figure shows approximate probability matching (with a slight overshoot), indicating tion regarding reward expectation, along with the present reality, whereby TANs provide general information that the monkeys had indeed learned the probabilities associated with each cue. Note that this behavior is regarding a potentially significant event, was consistent phase by phase analysis of the response (Figure 6 ). The the regression analysis now has 12 rather than 4 points per event and cell type. Indeed, this figure shows that phases were identified as the time of the first peak, the trough, and the second peak in the average responses while maintaining the linearity with regard to reward probability shown in Figure 5A , the DA response is closer of the TANs to the cue and reward. As seen in the figure, in all three phases the response did not differ signifito null when the prediction error, normalized by the effective probability, is extrapolated to zero. cantly across the reward probabilities (p Ͼ 0.1, oneway ANOVA).
Note that the DA neurons' response to reward follow-
Response Latency
The response latencies of DA neurons as well as that ing a p ϭ 1.0 cue was not null. This finding may be reconciled with the TD models through the difference of the TANs varied depending on events: response to reward was usually fastest, while the visual cue yielded between probabilistic instrumental conditioning (as in this task) and classical conditioning. In our task, the slower responses, and those for reward omission were even slower. However, when comparing the two types probability of reward was conditional on correct performance (which is imperfect in the strict time constraints of neurons, we found that the responses of both populations to each event coincide. Figure 7A shows the coimposed in this study). The effective probabilities of reward are therefore reduced by the performance factor. variation matrix of a pair of simultaneously recorded TAN and DA neuron, triggered on the visual cue (arrowhead). Since performance was similar in all conditions ( Figures  2C and 2D ), the DA neuneously. Therefore, the demonstrated dissociation between the two neuro-modulatory systems must reflect rons' response to reward and reward-predicting events is a monotonic function of the mismatch between expecan inherent distinction between the information they handle and, consequently, between their effects on the tation of rewarding events and actual outcome (the TD error). One may note that the DA response does not physiology of the cortico-striatal complex. On the one hand, both TANs and DA neurons emit coincident robust reach zero when the apparent prediction error should be null (reward following the p ϭ 1 cue). However, it is signals following reward-related events, simultaneously exerting their respective changes in the extracellular closer to null when the prediction error is estimated by the effective probability, taking into account the actual levels of striatal ACh and DA. Yet, the messages conveyed by each, as well as the manner in which they are performance parameters of the monkeys, than by the more conservative conditional probability. Neverthetransmitted, are fundamentally different. This type of interplay suggests complementary roles for these two less, the intercept still does not reach null values. This could point to the overall context imposed by the probateaching systems.
The responses of the TANs and DA neurons coincide, bilistic regime of reinforcement, i.e., the possibility of correct behavior that is unrewarded. Thus, the monkeys both at the level of the population average and at the level of single neurons. This is particularly evident in view may generalize over the stimuli. Alternatively, misidentification of the stimuli may occur. However, positive reof the differences in response latencies to the different events. Since the DA neurons and cholinergic interneursponses to reward following the p ϭ 1 cue could also be attributed to the method of computing the prediction. ons innervate the same population of striatal neurons (Zhou et al., 2003) , exerting both short-term and longThe issue of the confining probability used for estimating the effective probability is not a simple one, as it inevitaterm effects on the efficacy of cortico-striatal synapses of the TAN activity (at least within the spatial sampling limit imposed by our multiple-electrode setup). By conWhereas for positive errors (actual outcome better than predicted) the DA neurons response is linear to the pretrast, in order for the system to utilize correctly the dopaminergic signal as an error signal, it must be able to diction error, the response to negative errors is unaffected by the extent of the mismatch between prediction assess its magnitude accurately. As theoretical analysis has shown, this is optimally accomplished by averaging and reality, merely signaling its existence. This finding is inconsistent with the straightforward prediction assoacross a population of maximally independent and asynchronous neurons (Zohary et al., 1994). ciated with the TD model. However, it is not surprising given the low-frequency spontaneous discharge of the A separate signal defining a time frame, on top of the already timed DA signal, seems superfluous at first sight. DA neurons that is further decreased following negative errors. Such conditions make efficient coding of the However, while the change in firing of DA neurons is well timed to the significant events, the time of elevated negative domain difficult. We therefore suggest that negative errors may be more accurately signaled by a extracellular dopamine may be much less precise due to the inefficiency of DA removal from the synapses. third teacher. Notably, in experimental conditions where the monkeys were explicitly informed that a negative Extracellular dopamine levels have been shown to remain elevated in the order of hundreds of milliseconds prediction error has occurred, DA neurons seemed to report negative errors far less efficiently than positive to seconds following short bursts of firing ( Timing analysis of the simultaneously recorded TAN and DA neuafter which a GO signal appeared. The monkeys were required to ron was performed by computing the covariation matrix of both press either the left or right key, according to the location of the neurons triggered on the behavioral event using 10 ms ϫ 10 ms memorized cue within an allowed response time of 800 ms for monbins. For this, we computed the baseline subtracted spike count of keys C and E and 700 ms for monkey Y. Correct response was each neuron in 10 ms bins in every trial (from 300 ms before the followed (with an interval of 700 ms) by a liquid reward at the probabehavioral event till 500 ms after the event) and multiplied the rebility associated with the visual cue. No external cue indicated the sulting matrices of both neurons. The baseline was calculated as expected time of the reward. All trials (incorrect, correct, rewarded, the mean of the 300 ms prior to the trigger event. The result is an and unrewarded) were followed by a variable intertribal interval ( 
